
Temperature range (°C):   2 - 8° C

Dimensions exterior (mm):   500x490x640

Net capacity (L):    68

Dimensions interior WxDxH (mm):   425x351x314

Adjustable Shelves (pcs):   2 / -

Basket (pcs):    1

Full ATEX compliant:   YES

Visual / Acoustic alarm:   YES

Power failure alarm:    YES

Adjustable high/low temperature alarm:  YES

Open door alarm:    YES

Probe failure alarm:    YES

Digital display:    YES

Defrost manual / auto:    Manual

Voltage:     230V / 50Hz

Prices
Standard pricing is Flat Rate (no minimum rental period required).

Discounted pricing available on the basis of agreed minimum rental period upfront.

Available minimum rental terms are 6, 12, 18, 24, 36, 48 and 60 months.

For a suitable tailor made quotation, please contact us at:

•   E: sales@medicapitalrent.com 

•   T: +31 71 581 4 581

Should you require different technical specifications, please do not hesitate to 

contact us.

RF-70 GLASS DOOR REFRIGERATOR
compact lockable glass door refrigerator, pharma specs

Practical use
Their compact size makes them ideal for small laboratories and medical practices. 
The refrigerator has removable grids and a basket to store products separately. The 
machine is mounted on custom-made plateaus for stability in transport and use.

Alarm and Safety Functions
The refrigerator helps to protect your inventory. This cabinet offers
a variety of alarm and safety features designed to greatly
reduce the risk of loss of contents.

Easy Maintenance 
The exterior and interior have smooth surfaces, which can be cleaned easily.

External Temperature and Alarm Monitoring
Check our temperature loggers for more information

Environmentally Friendly
These refrigerators are of the A-Class type, which means they are very environmen-
tally friendly, and have a low energy use and sound level.
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